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Week 8
Chandler
Jewish
Playgroup
October 22-26

Don’t forget to look
at the Bulletin Board
for updates and to see
the themes and letters
of the week!

Our Camel we made from our shadows!!
It has six humps!!

Apples, Apples, and More Apples!

We had a great week at Chandler Jewish Playgroup with
lots of fun crafts and games! Have you ever been on a trip
before? Well this week in playgroup we all went on a trip!
We made our own suitcases and packed them with food,
clothes, and
everything else
you could need
to travel with.
We did this
because Hashem
told Avraham he
should go on a
trip, but he
didn’t go by
plane or car, he went by camel! We made our own pretend
camels too, and pretended their humps were filled with
water just like real camels. Hashem also told Avraham
that he would have as many children as the stars! That is
a lot! We tried to count how many stars there
are (in a picture of the sky) but we couldn’tthere were way too many! We really wanted
to see ‘real’ stars so we made our own
telescopes! It is so cool to see the stars
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during the day! We also learned a cool way to paint starsby using a spray bottle! It was really fun to see the different
size stars that came out depending on how hard we
squeezed the bottle.
This week’s letter was D. Morah Masha taped a D to the
carpet and we had fun Dancing inside the D. We tried to
come up with other actions to do inside the D but it was
really hard to think of more D words. Max figured out that
we could Drive on the D, and Maliya figured out that we
could Do tricks on the D. The best arts and craft we did
with D was put Dots on the D! Morah Miriam drew black
dots on the D and we used our fine motor skills to only
squeeze a small amount of glue on the dots, and then glue
down colorful Dots! For our Hebrew letter of the weekGimmel we practiced a ‘Gimmel Dance’. Go, go gimmel, go
go go gimmel- just ask and we will show you how its done!
Thank you Morah Sharleen for joining our preschool class
while Morah Miriam was away- we had so much fun with
you!
Have a great Shabbos,
Morah Masha, Morah Miriam, and Morah Sharleen

Song of the Week:
Sally the Camel has four humps
Sally the Camel has four humps
Sally the Camel has four humps
So ride, Sally, ride.
Boom, boom, boom, boom!

We watch the building get higher and higher every
day and can’t wait for it to be finished!
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Sally the Camel has three
humps…

